
Magesty 

 “Can you stop? Just for a second, can you, like, just stop?” 

 “No, I cannot, and I will not stop until you understand.” 

 “But why?! Why the hell is it so important to you that I understand the basics?” 

 “Ah yes, the basics-- I forgot that was a synonym for time and space.” 

 Casey sat back, tired of trying. It was hard to reason with a man who was stuck in his 

ways. An imaginary person knew nothing else. 

 Casey wasn’t crazy. She knew he was imaginary. He was blue, for crying out loud! She 

also knew that one day, she would most likely want to understand the universe. 

 But right now? 

 She had left the cafeteria when he showed up. Thankfully, a nearby classroom had been 

empty. That’s where she was now, sitting at a desk in the front row, her head tilted back, staring 

at the rectangle of fluorescent light above her. The nameless man sat at the teacher’s desk, with 

the overachieving posture of a middle-aged, eager-to-please job applicant. Casey sighed. Lunch 

would be over soon. 

 She straightened her neck so fast that it popped. “You’re not going to follow me around 

all day, are you?” 

 “Are you ready to understand?” he countered. 

 She blinked rapidly, expelling the rectangles of light in her eyes and tears of frustration. 

“Yes.” 

 The next thing Casey knew, she was in the blue man’s strong hold, hurdling through 

space. They passed stars, which Casey noted were bright, colorless, and not very circular close 

up; galaxies and clusters, which appeared to be arranged in misshapen spirals and other basic 



shapes; and satellites, that sailed by way too close for Casey’s comfort, and looked like the 

monstrous ships of the 18th and 19th centuries in the majesty of space. Everything felt like 

standing too close to a furious forest fire, and as a minute had passed outside of the Earth’s 

stratosphere, Casey’s breathing began to shallow. 

 She squirmed, and the man clenched his lean arms tighter around her, and suddenly 

everything looked like it was on the other side of a freshly-washed window, she didn’t even 

notice temperature, and she could breathe normally. 

 Finally, the man landed on a dimly lit, taupe-colored, dusty planet, and gently lowered 

Casey to the ground beside him. 

 She delighted in having solid land beneath her feet, then studied her surroundings. Sandy 

land stretched over hills and into valleys and faded into a black void on one side, and on her 

other side she saw the stars startlingly nearby, and a royal blue sphere that shone a ways away. Is 

that the Earth? She wondered. 

 The man brought her back to the present moment, where she stood on what seemed to be 

Mars, with a blue-skinned stranger who—unless she was certifiably insane—was probably not 

imaginary, with a strangely nostalgic statement: “All we ever see of the stars is their old 

photographs.” 
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